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Abstract
In1nite episturmian words are a generalization of Sturmian words which includes the Arnoux–
Rauzy sequences. We continue their study and that of episturmian morphisms, begun previously,
in relation with the action of the shift operator. Palindromic and periodic factors of these words
are described. We consider, in particular, the case where these words are generated by morphisms
and introduce then a notion of intercept generalizing that of Sturmian words. Finally, we prove
that the frequencies of the factors in a strong sense do exist for all episturmian words. c© 2002
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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0. Introduction
The theory of Sturmian words on a binary alphabet is well developed and continues
to be an active subject of research (see [8] or [21, Chap. 2]) for survey and rich bibli-
ography). As these in1nite words have many equivalent de1nitions their generalization
to larger alphabets has been done in several ways: billiard sequences [7] generalizing
the cutting sequences [13, 18], sequences with low complexity [2, 5, 31], coding of ro-
tations [1], for instance. One of them was introduced by Rauzy [29] for three-letter
alphabets. A particular case, now called the Rauzy or Tribonacci word, was deeply
studied in [27] and in subsequent papers. These words called the Arnoux–Rauzy se-
quences have been studied in [6] by the way of words graphs for a three-letter alphabet
with indication of possible extension to any 1nite alphabet.
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Several papers on this subject followed, mainly in the frame of dynamical
systems, for instance [4, 33, 30, 12]. In [15] we have introduced episturmian in1nite
words as a generalization of Sturmian words and shown that Arnoux–Rauzy
sequences belong to the class of episturmian words (indeed episturmian words
consist of Arnoux–Rauzy sequences and some “degenerate” sequences as will be ex-
plained in Section 2).
Our approach was purely combinatorial and made use of the palindromic closure,
extending a construction of de Luca [14] for standard Sturmian words.
Sturmian words have two remarkable properties:
(a) They are characterized by two reals, the slope and the intercept, and the continued
fraction expansion of the slope plays an important role.
(b) They are “balanced”.
These properties do not pass to episturmian words. At least the extension of the
1rst one is complicated and not clearly seen, while for the balance property some
natural extensions do not work as shown by the negative results of [10]. However
we give in [20] a kind of balance property of episturmian words which reduces
to that of Sturmian words for a two-letter alphabet, but which is far from being
characteristic.
Among the rare characteristic properties of episturmian words one, related with a
generalization of the Fine and Wilf theorem, can be found in [11] for three letters with
extension [17] to arbitrary alphabets.
In the present paper we continue the study of episturmian words and their
morphisms by the methods of [15] and show that many properties recall those of
Sturmian words.
Section 2 introduces de1nitions, useful formulas and notations, mainly for standard
episturmian words. In Section 3 we study episturmian morphisms in relation with shifts
and give a complete proof (only sketched before) of a theorem of [15].
Section 4 consists of applications: the study of the palindromic factors, generalizing
[16], and of the fractional powers, generalizing [32, 19].
In Section 5 we consider episturmian words generated by morphisms and introduce
for them a notion of intercept coherent with that of Sturmian words, but much remains
to be done about it.
Finally in Section 6 we prove that the letters and even the factors in an episturmian
word have frequencies in a strong sense. This property is equivalent to unique ergodicity
of the associated dynamical system (see [26, Corollary IV14]). It was known to be true
for two- and three-letter alphabets and for episturmian words generated by morphisms,
but the general case was less clear [9, 3].
1. Preliminaries
Given a 1nite alphabet A, the free monoid A∗ generated by A is the set of the (1nite)
words on A. The empty word is denoted by . If u= u(1)u(2) · · · u(m) with u(i)∈A
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is a word, its length is |u|=m. Also |u|x; x∈A, is the number of occurrences of x
in u. Finally, the reversal of u is u˜= u(m)u(m − 1) · · · u(2)u(1). A word equal to its
reversal is a palindrome or is palindromic.
In the same way a (right-)in;nite word s is an in1nite sequence s= s(1)s(2) · · ·
s(i) · · · ; s(i)∈A; i∈N+ =N\{0}. The set of in1nite words on A is A!. Left and
two-sided in1nite words have similar de1nitions but are not used here except in
Proposition 3.19.
For a 1nite or in1nite word t, the word w= t(i)t(i+1) · · · t(j), denoted by t(i; j), is
a factor of t (proper factor if w = t). It is a pre;x of t if i=1. If t ∈A∗ and j= |t|,
then w is a su=x of t. We speak of an occurrence of w in t if we consider w together
with its position in t. Let u; v be two palindromes, then u is a central factor of v if
v=wuw˜ for some w∈A∗. When w= uv; u; v∈A∗ we sometimes write u−1w= v and
wv−1 = u:
Given, u∈A∗, its palindromic right- (resp. left-) closure is the (unique) shortest
palindrome w= u(+) (resp. w= u(−)) which has pre1x (resp. suLx) u [14].
Let t ∈A∗ ∪A!. Then F(t) denotes the set of the factors of t and the alphabet of
t is Alph(t)=F(t)∩A. If t is in1nite then Ult(t) is the set of the letters occurring
in1nitely many times in it. The complexity function of an in1nite word t is p given
by p(n)= |F(t)∩An|; n∈N:
A word is primitive if it is not a power of some shorter word. A 1nite or in1-
nite word t= t(1)t(2) : : : ; t(i)∈A, is periodic with period p∈N+ if t(i)= t(i + p)
for i∈N+ (and i6|t| − p for t 1nite). When such a t is 1nite it is a fractionary
power with exponent |t|=p. If s=ft; f∈A∗; t in1nite periodic, then s is ultimately
periodic.
If w∈A∗ its (Parikh) vector is the |A| × 1 vector whose elements are the |w|a; a∈A:
If ’ is an endomorphism of A∗, its matrix is the |A| × |A| matrix whose columns are
the vectors of the ’(a); a∈A:
Let s be an in1nite word, then a factor u of s is right (resp. left) special in s if
there exist x; y∈A; x =y, such that ux; uy∈F(s) (resp. xu; yu∈F(s)).
For any in1nite word s= s(1)s(2)s(3) · · · the shift operator T is de1ned by T (s)=
s(2)s(3) · · · . We extend this operator to 1nite words as a circular shift like this:
T ()= ; T (xv)= vx; x∈A; v∈A∗:
Finally, an in1nite word s is recurrent if any of its factors occurs in1nitely many
times in it. Also, s is uniformly recurrent if for each u∈F(s) there exists k such that
u∈F(w) for any w∈F(s) with |w|= k: If for s; t in1nite words F(s)=F(t) then we
say that s and t are equivalent and write s ∼ t:
Sturmian words, whose theory was founded by Morse and Hedlund [24] in the frame
of symbolic dynamics, are extensively studied (see [21, 8] for a survey). Recall only
one of their de1nitions.
Denition 1.1. Let , called the intercept, and , called the slope, be real numbers in
[0; 1] with  irrational. A Sturmian word on {a; b} is an in1nite word s= s(1)s(2) · · ·
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given either by
s(n) =
{
a if + (n+ 1) − + n = 0;
b otherwise
or by
s(n) =
{
a if + (n+ 1) − + n = 0;
b otherwise:
If the intercept is 0 then s is said to be standard (or characteristic).
2. Episturmian words
2.1. De;nitions and basic properties
In this section we mainly recall results of [15] to be used later and introduce some
notations. The alphabet A is 1nite and |A|¿2.
Denition 2.1. An in1nite word t ∈A! is episturmian if F(t) is closed under reversal
and, for all n∈N; t has at most one right special factor of length n.
Denition 2.2. An episturmian word s is standard if all its left special factors are
pre1xes of it.
Episturmian words are uniformly recurrent [15]. In any equivalence class of such
words exactly one is standard unless these words are periodic: in this case the class
is 1nite and may contain several standard words, for instance the class of (abaab)!
contains 5 elements, two of which are standard, (abaab)! and (ababa)!.
Example 2.1. The Rauzy (or Tribonacci) word [27] r= abacabaabacabab · · · is a stan-
dard episturmian word with “directive word” (see later) (abc)!. It is the 1xed point
of the morphism  given by (a)= ab; (b)= ac; (c)= a. It is also the limit of the
sequence (hn) given by
h0 = a; h1 = ab; h2 = abac; hn+3 = hn+2hn+1hn:
In [15] standard episturmian words were introduced 1rst and were de1ned by the
following characteristic properties.
Theorem 2.1. The following properties of an in;nite word s are equivalent:
(i) s is standard episturmian;
(ii) whenever v is a pre;x of s then v(+) is also a pre;x of s;
(iii) every leftmost occurrence of a palindrome in s is a central factor of a palin-
dromic pre;x of s.
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Corollary 2.2. There exists a bijection which associates to any standard episturmian
word s an in;nite word !(s)= x1x2x3 · · · ; xi ∈A; such that the in;nite sequence of all
palindromic pre;xes of s; u1 = ; u2; : : : is given by un+1 = (unxn)(+); for all n¿1.
Hereafter these notations for !(s), called the directive word of s, and the palindromic
pre1xes will be kept.
Recall [15].
Theorem 2.3. With previous notations; for n∈N+ and x∈A; unx∈F(s) if and only
if x occurs in Tn−1(!(s))= xnxn+1 · · · .
Theorem 2.4. The complexity function of s is ultimately p(n)= (k−1)n+q for some
q∈N+ and k = |Ult(!(s))|.
Denition 2.3. The standard episturmian word s (or any equivalent in1nite word) is
B-strict if Alph(s)=Ult(!(s))=B ⊆ A. We also say k-strict if k = |B| and even strict
when B is not precised.
The k-strict episturmian words are exactly the k-letter Arnoux–Rauzy sequences and
their complexity function is p(n)= (k − 1)n+ 1.
Remark 2.1. Episturmian words are a slight generalization of these Arnoux–Rauzy
sequences. For instance, the set of episturmian words on {a; b; c} contains the Arnoux–
Rauzy sequences on {a; b; c} (in particular the Rauzy word), the Sturmian words on
{a; b}; {b; c}; {c; a} and some morphic images of them (for instance, the word obtained
by insertion of c between successive letters of the Fibonacci word abaabab · · · ),
some periodic words, in particular a!; b!; c!.
Now we de1ne the episturmian morphisms. For any a = b in A de1ne endomorphisms
 a; M a; %ab of A
∗ by  a(a)= M a(a)= a;  a(x)= ax; M a(x)= xa; x∈A\{a}; %ab(a)= b,
%ab(b)= a; %ab(x)= x, x∈A\{a; b}.
Denition 2.4. The set E of episturmian morphisms is the monoid generated by all
 a; M a; %ab under composition. The set S of standard episturmian morphisms is the
submonoid generated by the the  a and %ab.
Clearly, these morphisms can be viewed as automorphisms of the free group
on A and it follows that they are injective and that the monoids E and S are
cancellative.
By abuse of language any morphism generated by the %ab will be called a permuta-
tion as it permutes A. Morphisms generated by the  a and the M a will be called pure.
The monoid E is a semidirect product of the submonoids of its pure morphisms and
of its permutations. Consequently, any ’∈E can be expressed in a unique way as
’= &'= '′&, with & a permutation, ' and '′ pure morphisms.
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Episturmian morphisms relative to alphabet A can be extended in a natural way
to any alphabet B ⊇ A. Clearly, also endomorphisms of A∗ have a natural extension
to A!.
Recall [15, Lemmas 3 and 4].
Lemma 2.5. Let u∈A∗ and a∈A then
(a) u is a palindrome if and only if  a(u)a is a palindrome;
(b) u is a right (resp. left) special factor of an in;nite word t if and only if  a(u)a
is a right (resp. left) special factor of  a(t);
(c) if s is standard episturmian with ;rst letter a then a is separating in s and its
factors; that is xy∈F(s); x; y∈A implies a∈{x; y}.
Theorem 2.6. The in;nite word s is standard episturmian if and only if there exist a
standard episturmian word t and a letter a such that s=  a(t). Moreover; t is unique
and the directive words satisfy !(s)= a!(t).
We deduce the useful characterization
Corollary 2.7. Let s∈A! and != x1x2x3 · · · ; xi ∈A. Then s is standard episturmian
with directive word ! if and only if it exists an in;nite sequence of in;nite words
s(0) = s; s(1); s(2); : : : such that for any i∈N+; s(i−1) =  xi(s(i)). Moreover; the s(i) are
standard episturmian and !(s(i))=T i(!).
Proof. The only if part follows at once from Theorem 2.6. For the if part let 'n =  x1 x2
· · ·  xn ; n∈N. Then s= 'i(s(i)). As s(i) =  xi+1(s(i+1)); s(i) has 1rst letter xi+1 whence
'i(xi+1) is a pre1x of s. Consider 1rst the case where |Ult(!)|¿2. Then |'i(xi+1)|
approaches in1nity with i. Let t be the standard episturmian word with directive word
!. By the only if part of the theorem t= 'i(t(i)) for some in1nite word t(i) and t(i)
has 1rst letter xi+1. Thus the 'i(xi+1) are pre1xes of t whence s= t.
In the case where Ult(!)= {y} for some y∈A there exists q∈N such that s(i−1) =
 y(s(i)) for i¿q. Suppose s(q) begins with ypz; z ∈A\{y}. Then s(q+p) begins with
z, a contradiction. Thus s(q) =y!. As this word is standard episturmian, all s(i); i∈N
are standard episturmian.
Clearly in both cases, !(s(i))= xi+1xi+2 · · · =T i(!).
Now, we recapitulate and complete notations for standard episturmian words which
will be kept throughout this paper and give some useful formulas.
As previously s∈A! is standard episturmian with directive word !(s)=
x1x2 · · · ; xi ∈A and with palindromic pre1xes u1 = ; u2; : : : ; given by un+1 = (unxn)(+)
and with associated sequence of episturmian words s(0) = s; s(1); s(2); : : : such that s(i−1) =
 xi(s
(i)). As just before, de1ne 'n =  x1 x2 · · ·  xn ; n∈N+ and '0 = Id and put
hn = 'n(xn+1); n ∈ N: (1)
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Let u(i)n ; '
(i)
n ; h
(i)
n be the analogous elements for s(i). Then
hn =  x1 (h
(1)
n−1)
and easily using Lemma 2.5
un =  x1 (u
(1)
n−1)x1: (2)
More generally, for 06p¡n; 'n = 'p'
(p)
n−p; hn = 'p(h
(p)
n−p) and
un = 'p(u
(p)
n−p)up+1: (3)
This last formula is obtained by induction on n as follows. Assuming it is true for
n−1, applied to s(1) and with p−1 instead of p, it gives u(1)n−1 = '(1)p−1(u(p)n−p)u(1)p whence
(3) using (2). As formula (3) for n=p+1 and applied to s becomes up+1 = 'p()up+1
which is trivial the proof is complete.
We also have the important formula
un+1 = hn−1un; n ∈ N+: (4)
It follows immediately from (3) by replacing n by n+ 1 and p by n− 1 or can be
proved by induction on n. As un does not depend on the value of xn we have, more
generally
(unx)(+) = 'n−1(x)un; x ∈ A: (5)
Using (4) we get for n¿1 and for 0¡p¡n
un = hn−2hn−3 · · · h1h0 = hn−2hn−3 · · · hp−1up: (6)
Now de1ne function P by P(n)= sup{p¡n | xp = xn} if this integer exists, P(n)
unde1ned otherwise. By de1nitions of the palindromic closure and of the un we have
un+1 = unxnun whence hn−1 = unxn if xn does not occur in un, and un+1 = unu−1P(n)un
whence hn−1uP(n) = un if xn occurs in un.
Example 2.2. If s is the Rauzy word, directed by (abc)!, then we have h0 = a;
h1 =  a(b)= ab; h2 = '2(c)=  a b(c)= abac and, using formula (3) hereafter and
the fact that P(n+4)= n+1; hn+3 = hn+2hn+1hn for n¿0. We also have u1 = ; u2 = a;
u3 = aba= h1u2; u4 = abacaba= h2u3; : : : . Let us also verify formula (3) with n=5;
p=2 for instance. As clearly s(1); s(2); : : : are s up to a permutation of (a; b; c)
we have
'2(u
(2)
3 )u3 = '2(cac)aba = abacabaabacaba = u5:
2.2. Some useful properties
Proposition 2.8. For all n; hn is a primitive word.
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Proof. If hn is not primitive, hn = gr; g∈A∗; r¿2. As hn is followed by x1
in s and hn =  x1 (h
(1)
n−1) we can write h
(1)
n−1 =f
r with g=  x1 (f), thus h
(1)
n−1 is not
primitive. Continuing we get that h(n)0 is not primitive, a contradiction as it is xn+1.
Proposition 2.9. The standard episturmian word s is periodic if and only if it is h!n
for some n∈N.
Proof. If s is periodic then, for some large enough n, un+1 is not special whence
xn+1 = xn+2 = · · · whence hi = hn for all i¿n. As by Eq. (6) hihi−1 · · · hn is a pre1x
of s we have s= h!n .
Proposition 2.10. Let s be standard episturmian.
(a) Suppose !(s)= apb!′; p¿0; a; b∈A; a = b; !′ ∈A!. Then apb is a pre;x of s;
and if xany∈F(s) with x; y∈A\{a} then n∈{p;p+ 1} and b∈{x; y}. Moreover if
n=p+ 1 then x=y= b. At last if a does not occur in !′ then n=p.
(b) For any r ∈N if p∈N+ is maximal such that hpr is a pre;x of s then
hp+2r =∈F(s).
Proof. (a) We have s=  pa (s(p))= apb · · · . Now if xany∈F(s) then xan−py∈F(s(p))
whence n=p or p + 1 because b is separating in s(p). If n=p; b occurs in xy. If
n=p+ 1; b occurs in xa and ay, thus x=y= b. Clearly also if a =∈Alph(!′) then a
does not occur in s(p) whence n=p.
(b) The property is true for r=0 by part (a). Then, by contradiction, let r be
minimal such that, for some s; hp+2r ∈F(s). If hp+2r x1 occurs in s then passing to
s(1) =  −1x1 (s) we get that (h
(1)
r−1)
p+2 ∈F(s(1)). As (h(1)r−1)p+1 is not a pre1x of s(1) we
have a contradiction.
Thus hp+2r y∈F(s) for some y∈A\{x1}. As hrx1 is a pre1x of s by formula (4) hr
is right special hence is a palindromic pre1x of s.
Now let v be the longest pre1x of hr such that h
p
r v is a pre1x of s. Then v and
hrv are right special as h2r ∈F(s), hence they are palindromic pre1xes of s. There-
fore hrv= vh˜r = vhr . As clearly 16|v|¡|h|; hr is not primitive in contradiction with
Proposition 2.8.
Proposition 2.11. (a) hn = hn−1 if and only if xn+1 = xn,
(b) If xn+1 = xn then un is a proper pre;x of hn.
Proof. Assertion (a) is evident as hn = 'n−1( xn(xn+1)). For assertion (b), suppose 1rst
that un = hn. We have then xn+1 = x1. Also un+2 = hnun+1 = hnhn−1un = unhn−1un. Hence
hn−1 is a palindrome hence its last letter is x1 whence xn = xn+1, a contradiction. Thus
hn = un whenever xn+1 = xn.
Now suppose by contradiction |hn|¡|un|. We have hn= x1(h(1)n−1) and un= x1(u(1)n−1)x1.
Therefore h(1)n−1 is a pre1x of u
(1)
n−1 whence as they are diOerent by the just above
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property |h(1)n−1|¡|u(1)n−1|. Passing in the same way to s(2); s(3) we get |h(n−1)1 |¡|u(n−1)1 |
and this is false as u(n−1)1 = .
Proposition 2.12. Every hn is the product of two palindromes.
Proof. By induction on n. Suppose h(q)p−1 = vw with v; w palindromes and w =  (this is
not a restriction) then h(q−1)p =  xq(h
(q)
p−1) whence h
(q−1)
p = v′w′ where v′=  xq(v)xq and
w′= x−1q  xq(w) are palindromes by Lemma 2.5. The starting point of the induction is
with p=1 and q= n, that is h(n)0 = xn+1.
2.3. Rauzy rules
The construction of standard Sturmian words by Rauzy pairs and rules is well known
[23]. Its extension to alphabets of at least 3 letters is implicitly in [6].
Let A= {a1; a2; : : : ; ak} be a k-letter alphabet. An in1nite sequence of Rauzy
k-uples Rn =(A
(1)
n ; A
(2)
n ; : : : ; A
(k)
n ) is constructed as follows: R0 = (a1; a2; : : : ; ak) and Rn+1
is obtained from Rn by applying one of the Rauzy rules labelled 1; 2; : : : ; k with the
rule i∈ [1; k] de1ned by
A(i)n+1 = A
(i)
n and A
(j)
n+1 = A
(i)
n A
(j)
n for j ∈ [1; k]\{i}:
If each rules i is used in1nitely many times this construction de1nes a “standard”
k-letter Arnoux–Rauzy sequence. If this restriction is removed we have the following
equivalence [15].
Theorem 2.13. An in;nite word s on A= {ai | 16i6k} is standard episturmian if and
only if it can be obtained by the Rauzy rules for A. Moreover; the sequence of the
Rauzy rules is i1; i2; i3; : : : such that xn = ain for n∈N+.
Here we precise this correspondence using the notations above. We have simply
A(i)n = 'n(ai) for 16i6k and the relation Rn =  xn(Rn−1) formalizes the application of
the rule in such that ain = xn.
3. Episturmian morphisms
3.1. More on the standard case
In this section we give 1rst a complete proof, only sketched before, of a slightly
stronger version of Theorem 11 of [15].
Theorem 3.1. Let ’∈End(A∗) be such that s=’(t) with s; t standard episturmian; s
non-periodic; t A-strict. Then ’∈S and s is A-strict.
Three lemmas will be used, the 1rst one without reference.
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Lemma 3.2. Let ’∈End(A∗) and a∈A then
(a) ’∈S if and only if ’ a ∈S;
(b) ’∈S if and only if  a’∈S:
Proof. As the “only if” part is trivial we have to prove the “if” part.
(a) We have ’ a = &' for some permutation & and pure morphism '∈S.
If ' is the identity then ’ a = &. This is impossible unless ’(a)∈A and ’(y)= 
for y∈A\a. But then & is not a permutation (unless |A|=1, a trivial case), contradic-
tion. Therefore ’ a = 0 c for some c∈A and 0∈S. If c = a we get ’ a(a)=’(a)=
0(a)0(c) and ’ a(c)=’(a)’(c)= 0(c). It follows 0(a)=’(c)= , a contradiction be-
cause as 0∈S, 0(a) = . Thus a= c whence easily ’= 0.
(b) We have  a’∈S. If this is a permutation then, for all y∈A, ’(y)= a and
 a’(y)= a, a contradiction. Thus  a’=  c0 for some c∈A and 0∈S whence a= c
as  a’(y) begins with a and  c0(y) begins with c. Then easily ’= 0.
Lemma 3.3. If there exists ’∈End(A∗) such that s=’(t); s; t standard episturmian;
s non-periodic; t A-strict and ’ =∈ S then there exist similar ’′; s′; t′ such that ’′ is
non-erasing (that is ’′(y) =  for all y∈A).
Proof. Let a be the 1rst letter of t. If ’(a)=  let t (1) =  −1a (t) and ’
′=’ a. Then
’′(z)=’(z) for all z ∈A whence s=’′(t (1)). If b is the 1rst letter of t (1) then either
’′(b) =  and we consider ’′ and t (1) instead of ’ and t, or ’′(b)=  and we repeat
the argument.
Therefore, without loss of generality, we may assume ’(a) = . Now consider again
t (1) =  −1a (t) and ’
′=’ a. Then ’′(a)=’(a) =  and ’′(y)=’(a)’(y) =  for all
y∈A\{a}. Thus ’′ is non-erasing and as s=’′(t (1)) the proof is complete.
Lemma 3.4. Let 1∈End(A∗) be non-erasing such that s= 1(t); s; t as in Theorem 3:1;
and a (resp. x1) be the ;rst letter of t (resp. s). Then (a) if; for all z ∈A, 1(z) is
a palindrome then; for all z ∈A; x21 is not a pre;x of 1(z) and; for z = a; 1(z) = x1;
(b) if; for all z ∈A; 1(z)= unwz; with un a non-empty palindromic pre;x of s and wz
a (possibly empty) palindrome; then; for all z ∈A; wz does not have x21 as a pre;x
and wz = x1.
Proof. Let xp1 be the maximal power of x1 which is a pre1x of s. Then 1(z)x
p
1 is
a factor of s for all z ∈A because, as t is A-strict, F(zt)=F(t). Consequently, by
Proposition 2.10(a), x21 is not a suLx of 1(z). Moreover if z = a then F(azt)=F(t)
whence 1(a)1(z)xp1 ∈F(s). Hence in case (a) of the lemma 1(z) = x1 for z = a. As un
ends with x1, in the same way, wz = x1 for all z in case (b).
Proof of Theorem 3.1. In the proof, y and z will denote letters. Using Lemma 3.3
suppose by contradiction that ’ is non-erasing and of minimal length |’|=∑x∈A |’(x)|
with ’ =∈S. Let a (resp. x1) be the 1rst letter of t (resp. s). If, for all z, ’(z) have
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1rst letter x1 then we can write ’(z)=  x1 (vz), vz ∈A∗ and ’=  x1’1 with ’1(z)= vz
for all z. Clearly s(1) =’1(t (1)) with  a(t (1))= t. As ’1 is non-erasing and ’1 =∈ S,
by the minimality of |’| we have |’1|= |’| whence ’(z)∈ x∗1 for all z. As s is not
periodic this is impossible.
Therefore, at least two diOerent letters are pre1xes of the ’(z). It follows that if
w is a palindromic pre1x of t then ’(w)’(z)∈F(s) for all z, whence ’(w) is right
special, hence easily is a palindromic pre1x of s. In particular if w= vzv with z not
occurring in v then we get that ’(vzv) is a palindrome. Thus all ’(z) are palindromes.
Now consider 10 given by 10(a)=’(a), 10(y)=’(a)’(y) for y = a. As all 10(z)
begin with x1 we can proceed as before in order to decrease the length of the morphism
and even repeat several times. This works as follows.
Recall that 10(a) is a palindrome pre1x of s, say 10(a)= un+1. Put w
(0)
a = , w
(0)
y =
’(y), y = a, whence 10(z)= un+1w(0)z , z ∈A.
We have s(1) = 11(t (1)), with 11 =  −1x1 10 and 11(z)= u
(1)
n w
(1)
z with un+1 =  x1 (u
(1)
n )
and w(0)z = x−11  x1 (w
(1)
z ). Continuing, we have for 16q6n, s(q) = 1q(t (1)), with 1q(z)=
 −1xq (1q−1(z))= u
(q)
n+1−qw
(q)
z , and
u(q−1)n+2−q =  xq(u
(q)
n+1−q)xq
and
w(q−1)z = x
−1
q  xq(w
(q)
z ):
For q= n we have in particular 1n(z)=w
(n)
z for all z and 10 = 'n1n whence 10(a)=
'n(w
(n)
a ).
Observe that for 16q6n:
|w(q−1)z |+ 1=2|w(q)z | − |w(q)z |xq whence |w(q)z |6|w(q−1)z |+ 162|w(q)z |.
Thus, apart from w(0)a which is empty, all w
(i)
z , 06i6n are non-empty. Also |w(q)z |6
|w(q−1)z |, unless |w(q)z |= |w(q)z |xq that is w(q)z ∈ x∗q whence w(q−1)z ∈ x∗q . Applying
Lemma 3.4(b) to s(q−1) this would give w(q−1)z =  or w
(q−1)
z = xq. If q =1 or z = a
we are in the second case but then w(q)z = x2q whence xq is separating in s
(q) whence
xq+1 = xq. But then this contradicts Lemma 3.4(b) applied to 1q and s(q). Consequently
|w(q)y |6|w(q−1)y | for y = a and 16q6n.
We deduce
∑
z =a |w(n)z |6
∑
z∈A |w(0)z | that is |1n| − |1n(a)|6|’| − |’(a)|:
Now by minimality of ’; |1n|¿|’| whence |1n(a)|¿|’(a)|. As ’(a)= 'n(1n(a)) this
gives that ’(a)∈ x∗1 . Then by Lemma 3.4(a) ’(a)= x1 and also ’(y) = x1 for y = a:
Now if, for some y = a, |w(0)y |−|w(0)y |x1¿2 then w(0)y contains two letters diOerent from
x1 and the same holds for w
(1)
y whence |w(1)y |¡|wy| whence |11|¡|’| because, for all
z, 11(z)=w
(1)
z . By the minimality of ’ this is impossible whence by Lemma 3.4
’(y)= z or ’(y)= x1zx1 for some z = x1. Consequently 11 =’ because for any z,
’ a(z)=  x1’(z) as is easily veri1ed. Thus s
(1) =’(t (1)). Let now apb be a pre1x of
t, b∈A\{a}: If p¿1 then t1 has 1rst letter a and we can repeat obtaining s(2) =’(t (2))
and so on until s(p) =’(t (p)).
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But now the 1rst letter of t (p) is b = a. Applying which precedes we must have
|’(b)|=1 whence ’(b)= xp+1 = x1. Suppose ’(y)= x1zx1, z = x1, for some y = a. By
Lemma 3.4 we also have ’(y)= xp+1z′xp+1 for some z′ = xp+1, and this is a contra-
diction. Thus ’(z)∈A for all z. Now by Lemma 3.4 ’(y)= xp+1 for y = b.
Continuing this way, we see that ’ is injective on A whence ’∈S, a contradiction.
It remains to show that s=’(t) is A-strict. As ’∈S it suLces to show this for
’=  x, x∈A. For any y, F(yt)=F(t), whence F( x(y)s)=F(s), whence for any
pre1x v of s, yv∈F(s). Thus s is A-strict.
Now, we give a variation of Theorem 3.1.
Theorem 3.5. Let ’∈End(A∗) be such that s=’(t) with s; t standard episturmian of
directive words !s; !t . Then |Ult(!s)|6|Ult(!t)|.
Proof. Let Ult(!t)=B. Without loss of generality, we can suppose t is B-strict be-
cause, in the sequence of the t (i), t (n) is B-strict for large enough n. Then the proof is
very similar to that of Theorem 31 but, now, only the restriction of ’ to B∗ plays a
role. Hence, supposing by contradiction that |Ult(!s)|¿|B| we show as in Lemma 3.3
that ’ can be taken non-erasing on B, i.e., ’(z) =  for z ∈B, and of minimal B-length
|’|B =
∑
x∈B |’(x)|.
Now using the arguments above and Lemma 3.4 (with B∗ instead of A∗) we obtain
that ’(B)=C for some C ∈A in bijection with B, whence s is C-strict, a contradiction.
Remark 3.1. Theorems 3.1 and 3.5 show; in particular; that if s=’(t) with s k-strict,
k¿1; and t q-strict then k = q. For instance; the Rauzy word r= abacaba · · · with
directive word (abc)! is not the image of any Sturmian word and conversely.
From Theorem 3.1 we easily deduce [15, Theorem 12].
Theorem 3.6. Let s be a strict standard episturmian word. Then s is the ;xed point
of a non-trivial morphism if and only if its directive word is periodic.
We also have
Proposition 3.7. Let s be standard episturmian with ;rst letter x1; Alph(s)=A and
’∈End(A∗) be such that s=’(s); ’(x1) =  and ’ is not the identity. Then !(s) is
ultimately periodic.
Proof. We easily get s(1) =’1(s(1)) with ’1 given by  x1’1 =’ x1 . For any z ∈A
’1(z) =  because otherwise ’ x1 (z)=  whence ’(x1)=  contrarily to the hypotheses.
Hence ’1(x2) =  where x2 is the 1rst letter of s(1). Let A1 =Alph(s(1)) whence A1 =A
or A1 =A\{x1}. We will show that ’1 is not the identity on A1. If ’(x1)= x1 then
by the hypotheses ’(y) =y for some y = x1. As easily ’1(y) =y and as y∈A1, ’1
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is not the identity on A1. On the contrary if ’(x1) = x1, clearly ’1(x1) = x1, thus if
A1 =A then ’1 is not the identity on A1. Now if A1 =A suppose by contradiction that
’1(y)=y for all y∈A1. From  x1’1(y)=’ x1 (y) it follows x1y=’(x1y). As ’(x1)
is not  or x1 we have ’(x1)= x1y whence y is unique, A1 = {y}, s(1) =y!, s=(x1y)!;
!(s)= x1y! is ultimately periodic.
Thus we may assume that s(1) and ’1 satisfy the hypotheses of the proposition.
Repeating the argument we arrive at s(n) =’n(s(n)) with s(n) strict. Then by Theorem 3.6
!(s(n)) is periodic whence !(s) is ultimately periodic.
Remark 3.2. These two results are in some sense optimal. Indeed we cannot remove
“strict” in Theorem 36 because with ’(a)= acb, ’(b)= a, ’(c)= c we have s=’(s)
for the episturmian word s= cacbcacacb · · · whose directive word c(ab)! is not peri-
odic. Also in Proposition 3.7 we cannot allow ’(x1) to be empty because with ’(a)= ,
’(b)= ab, ’(c)= ac we have s=’(s) for s=  a(t) with t any standard Sturmian word
on {b; c}.
3.2. Episturmian morphisms
We have de1ned in Section 2.1 the monoid E of episturmian morphisms. Now
let MA= { Ma | a∈A}. A letter Mx is considered as x with spin 1 while x itself is considered
as x with spin 0. An in1nite spinned word is an element of (A ∪ MA)!. We generally
write P!= Px1 Px2 · · ·, where Pxi = xi or Mxi, xi ∈A, for an in1nite spinned word when the
spins are not explicitly given or are de1ned by the context. These de1nitions extend
to 1nite spinned words. Let Pw= Py1 Py2 · · · Pyn; yi ∈A, be such a word, we will say that
the pure episturmian morphism P y1
P y2 · · · P yn is directed by Pw, if P yi =  yi (resp. M yi)
when Pyi has spin 0 (resp. 1).
In order to extend Corollary 2.7 to all episturmian words we 1rst state two lemmas.
Lemma 3.8. If w∈A∗ and a∈A then  a(w)a= a M a(w). If s∈A! then  a(s)= a M a(s).
Moreover if s is recurrent then  a(s) and M a(s) are equivalent.
Proof. For w this is easy by induction. The result for s follows.
Lemma 3.9. For s; s′ ∈A! and a∈A
(a) s∼ s′ if and only if  a(s)∼  a(s′);
(b) if s∼ s′ then M a(s)∼ M a(s′);
(c) if s and s′ are recurrent and M a(s)∼ M a(s′) then s∼ s′.
Proof. (a) Let v be a factor of  a(s). Then there exists u∈F(s) such that v is a factor
of  (u). If s∼ s′ then u∈F(s′) whence  a(u)∈F( a(s′)) whence v is a factor of  a(s′).
Conversely if u∈F(s) then  a(u)a∈F( a(s)). If  a(s)∼  a(s′) then  a(u)a∈F( a(s′))
whence u∈F(s′).
Condition (b) is similar, (c) follows from (a) and Lemma 3.8.
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Theorem 3.10. An in;nite word t ∈A! is episturmian if and only if there exist an
in;nite spinned word P!= Px1 Px2 · · · ; xi ∈A and an in;nite sequence of recurrent in;-
nite words t (0) = t; t (1); t (2); : : : such that for i∈N+; t (i−1) =  xi(t (i)) if Pxi has spin 0
(resp. M xi(t
(i)) if Pxi has spin 1). Moreover t is equivalent to the standard episturmian
word with directive word != x1x2 · · · .
Proof. Only if part. Let s be standard episturmian equivalent to t with directive
word != x1x2 · · · ; xi ∈A. If t begins with x1, as this letter is separating in t we
can write t=  x1 (t
(1)) with t (1) episturmian equivalent to s(1) =  x1 (s) by Lemma 3.9. If
the 1rst letter of t is not x1 then x1t∼ t. We de1ne t (1) by x1t=  x1 (t (1)) i.e.,
t= M x1 (t
(1)). By Lemmas 3.8 and 3.9, t (1) is episturmian and t (1)∼ s(1). It suLces
then to continue.
If part. Let s be the standard episturmian word with directive word != x1x2 · · · . We
will denote by P'n the episturmian morphism directed by the pre1x P!(1; n)= Px1 · · · Pxn.
Clearly t= P'n(t
(n)).
Firstly suppose |Ult(!)|¿1 and consider two cases.
(1) Spin 0 occurs in1nitely many times in P!. Thus there exist a letter a and in1nitely
many integers n1¡n2¡ · · · such that Pxni+1 has spin 0 and xni+1 = a. Thus all P'ni(a) are
pre1xes of t because t (ni) begins with a. Now we also have s= 'n(s(n)). By Lemma 3.8
s∼ P'ni(s(ni)) whence P'ni(a)∈F(s). As |Ult(!)|¿1, the length of 'ni(a) approaches
in1nity with i whence F(t) ⊆ F(s). Also let u be a factor of s, then as s is uniformly
recurrent u∈F( P'ni(a)) for large enough ni, whence u∈F(t). In conclusion t∼ s, t is
episturmian.
(2) All spins of P! are ultimately 1. Without loss of generality, suppose Pxi = Mxi for
all i. If t begins with a∈A then all t (i) begin with a and all P'i(a) are pre1xes of t.
As P'i(a)= P'i−1 M xi(a) it follows that P'i−1(xi)∈F(t) for i¿1 whence as previously
F(s) ⊆ F(t). Let us show that F(t)∈F(s). Otherwise there exists a pre1x P'n(a) of t
which is not a factor of s whence a =∈Alph(s(n)). Without loss of generality, assume
n=0. Then a does not occur in s. It is easily seen then that, for any i∈N, a occurs
in P'i(a) only at the 1rst place, whence t is not recurrent, a contradiction. Therefore
t∼ s.
Secondly suppose Ult(!)= {a} for some letter a, and without loss of generality
assume != a!. If in1nitely many spins are 0 in P! suppose t (n) begins with apb, b = a,
p¿0. Then t begins with ap+qb where q is the number of spins 0 in P!(1; n). As q
approaches in1nity with n, t= a! which is episturmian.
If the spins are ultimately 1 suppose without loss of generality P!= Ma!. Thus
if t begins with apb, b∈A\{a} then any t (n) begins with apb. But then t begins
with apban whence t= apba! which is not recurrent, a contradiction. Thus t= a!.
Remark 3.3. Here is an example where the condition that the t (i) are recurrent is
not satis1ed. Let t= cf with f= abaab · · · the Fibonacci word and c a letter. Then
t= M a(t
(1)); t (1) = M b(t
(2)) and so on, however the t (i) are not episturmian.
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When an episturmian word t and an in1nite spinned word P! satisfy conditions of
Theorem 3.10 we will say that P! is a spinned directive word for t or directs t.
Clearly then with notations as in the theorem, t (i) is directed by T i( P!) and is equiv-
alent to s(i) directed by T i(!).
In general, the spinned word directing an episturmian word is not unique. For in-
stance, the Fibonacci word abaab · · · is directed by (ab)! but also by Ma Mb(a Mb)! and
in1nitely many others.
In the opposite direction we have
Proposition 3.11. With !∈A! let P! be an in;nite spinned word. Then
(1) If in;nitely many spins of P! are 0 then there is exactly one episturmian word
directed by P!. Moreover if all spins are ultimately 0 then this word is a shift of the
equivalent standard episturmian word.
(2) If all spins of P! are ultimately 1 then there are exactly |Ult(!)| episturmian
words directed by P! and their ;rst letters are exactly the letters of Ult(!).
Proof. This follows from the proof of Theorem 3.1. The same notations are kept.
In case (1) there exists a letter a such that, for in1nitely many n, P'n(a) is a pre1x of
any episturmian word t directed by P!. Thus if the | P'n(a)| are not bounded t exists and
is unique. Also if the | P'n(a)| are bounded then Ult(!)= {a} and as shown t= P'n(a!)
for some n.
If all spins are ultimately 0 then t (n) = s(n) for some n whence by Section 3.3, or
using Lemma 3.8, t is a shift of s.
In case (2) suppose without loss of generality P!= Mx1 Mx2 Mx3 · · · . If t directed by P!
begins with a then all t (n) begin with a and as t (n)∼ s(n), a occurs in s(n), whence in
Tn(!) for all n, whence a∈Ult(!). Conversely if a∈Ult(!) and if |Ult(!)|¿1 then
the P'n(a) are pre1xes of an episturmian word t directed by P! as shown previously.
Also if Ult(!)= {a} then as shown t= P'n(a!) for some n.
The following corollary is immediate.
Corollary 3.12. If t episturmian is directed by P! and ’∈E then ’(t) is episturmian
and directed by f&( P!) for some f∈ (A∪ MA)∗ and some permutation & of A (letting
the spins unchanged).
Now, we extend Theorems 3.1 and 3.6.
Theorem 3.13. Let ’∈End(A∗) be such that m=’(t) with m; t episturmian; m non-
periodic; t A-strict. Then ’∈E and m is A-strict.
Proof. If s is standard equivalent to t then ’(s)∼m. Thus we can suppose t is standard.
Now, just as in Lemma 3.3 we show that there exists a non-erasing morphism with
the same properties. Thus by contradiction consider ’ non-erasing of minimal length
|’| satisfying the hypotheses of the theorem with t standard episturmian and ’ =∈E.
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Let a and x1 be the separating letters of t and m, respectively. If all ’(z), z ∈A
begin with x1 then we can write ’=  x1’1, m=  x1 (m1) and m1 =’1(t). Then ’1 =∈E
and m1 is episturmian. Then by the minimality of |’|; |’1|= |’| whence ’(z)∈ x∗1 for
all letter z and m1 is periodic, a contradiction.
If all ’(z), z ∈A, end with x1 consider at. We have at∼ t as t is standard and
A-strict. Thus ’(at)∼m, whence x1m∼m. Let m1 be such that x1m=  x1 (m1) then m1
is episturmian and by Lemma 3.8 m= M x1 (m1). Write ’=
M x1’1 then m1 =’1(t) and
as previously this leads to impossibility.
Therefore there exist letters z; z′ such that ’(z) does not begin with x1 and ’(z′) does
not end with x1. Then ’(a) begins and ends with x1. Moreover for any palindromic
pre1x w of t, as zw and wz ∈F(t) for all z ∈A, ’(w) is right and left special in m. It
follows that m is standard whence by Theorem 3.1 ’∈S, a contradiction.
Theorem 3.14. An A-strict episturmian word is a ;xed point of a non-trivial morphism
if and only if it has a spinned directive word P! which is periodic (i.e.; P!=f! for
some f∈ (A∪ MA)∗).
Proof. Let t be this episturmian word. If t is directed by P!=f! then ’(t) is directed
by f P!= P! where ’ is the (pure) episturmian morphism directed by f. Now by Propo-
sition 3.11 if some spin in f is 0 then there is a unique episturmian word directed
by P! whence ’(t)= t. And if all spins in f are 1 then t and ’(t) begin with the same
letter whence, by the same proposition t=’(t).
Conversely suppose t=’(t). By Theorem 3.13 ’ can be written as ’=’1& with
’1 pure episturmian and & a permutation. As ’ is not trivial ’1 is not the identity.
Let f be the 1nite spinned word directing ’1 and let P! be a spinned word directing
t. Then by Corollary 3.12 t is also directed by f&( P!) whence by f&(f)&2( P!). Thus
t is directed by f&(f)&2(f) · · · : As &k is the identity for some k this in1nite spinned
word is periodic.
When t satis1es Theorem 3.14 it is also said that it is generated by a morphism.
3.3. Shift and spins
Let s∈A! be standard episturmian with directive word != x1x2 · · · ; xi ∈A and all
notations as previously. Consider some P! where for i∈N+, Pxi has spin i ∈{0; 1}. Let
also P'n be the pure episturmian morphism directed by P!(1; n). We have
Proposition 3.15. For any u∈A∗ (resp. A!) we have f P'n(u)= 'n(u)f (resp. = 'n(u))
where
f = hnn−1h
n−1
n−2 · · · h21 h10 : (7)
Proof. By induction on n. For n=1 this is true by Lemma 3.8. Assume f′ P'n−1(v)=
'n−1(v)f′ for any v∈A∗ with f′= hn−1n−2 · · · h10 . Then using M xn(u)= x−1n  xn(u)xn we
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get by easy calculation
hnn−1f
′ P'n(u) = 'n(u)h
n
n−1f
′:
In particular when all spins in P!(1; n) are 1 we have
f = hn−1hn−2 · · · h0 = un+1:
De1ne 3i, i∈N+ by 3i = |hi−1|. Then
|f| = n3n + · · ·+ 131
and, using the shift operator, we can write P'n(u)=T
|f|('n(u)). This means that the
contribution of spin 1 at position i to the shift is 3i.
Proposition 3.16. (1) The elementary shifts 3n satisfy
3n = |un+1| − |un|: (8)
(2) If P(n) de;ned in Section 2:1 exists then
3n = 3n−1 + · · ·+ 3P(n):
If P(n) does not exist then
3n = 1 + 3n−1 + · · ·+ 31:
Proof. Condition (1) follows from un+1 = hn−1un. For (2) if P(n) does not exist (that
is xn does not occur in !(1; n− 1)) then hn−1 = unxn whence the result. If P(n) exists
then by the end of Section 2.1,
hn−1 = hn−2hn−3 · · · hP(n)−1 (9)
whence the result.
Now for any integer p, 06p6|un+1| let us show that p= n3n+n−13n−1+· · ·+131
for suitable i ∈{0; 1}. This is clear for n=1. By induction on n, assume this is true
for p6|un|. Then if |un+1|¿p¿|un| let p′=p − 3n. Then by Eq. (8) p′6|un| and
p′¿|un| − 3n =2|un| − |un+1|¿− 1 whence p′¿0.
Thus p′= n−13n−1 + · · ·+ 131 for suitable i and putting n =1 we get the formula
for p.
It follows from that any positive shift of s can be obtained by giving spin 1 to a
1nite number of xi in !.
Let us say now that t′ is a negative shift of t episturmian and write t′=T−p(t) if
t′∼ t and t=Tp(t′). We have
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Theorem 3.17. Let s be standard episturmian with directive word != x1x2 · · · . For
any c∈Ult(!) let P! be ! with all spins 1 except when xi = c. Then the (unique)
episturmian word directed by P! is cs.
Proof. For i∈N put t(i) = cs(i). As c∈Ult(!) all t (i) are episturmian. If c= xi then
t(i−1) = c xi(s
(i))=  xi(t
(i)). If c = xi, similarly t (i−1) = M xi(t(i)). Consequently by Theo-
rem 3.10 cs is directed by P!.
Corollary 3.18. Every negative shift t of the standard episturmian word s is directed
by some P! where all spins are ultimately 1 except for exactly one letter; whose all
spins are ultimately 0.
Proof. Let t=fs and y be the last letter of f∈A∗. Then y∈Ult(!) by Theorem 2.3.
Moreover if f′s ∼ s with |f′|= |f| and f′ ending with y then f′=f as is easily seen.
Now for any n consider s(n) and m=ys(n), then by Theorem 3.17 m is directed by
some Pxn+1 Pxn+2 · · · where all spins are 1 except when xi =y. We have 'n(m)= 'n(y)s.
For n large enough |'n(y)| ¿ |f| whence 'n(m)=wfs=wt for some w∈A∗. By
Proposition 3.15 and as |w| 6 |'n(y)| t= P'n(m) for some suitable spins in !(1; n)
whence the result.
Now consider the case where all spins of P! are 1. We write in this case M! for P!
and similarly M'n for P'n.
Proposition 3.19. If s is standard episturmian with directive word ! and if t is any
of the words directed by M! then for some a∈Ult(!) all ]'n(a) are pre;xes of t.
Moreover; t˜s is a two-sided episturmian word equivalent to s.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 3.10 and Proposition 3.11 and from the fact that
M'n(a)= ]'n(a). Also, as a∈Ult(!); as(n)∼s(n) for all n whence 'n(a)s ∼ s. As 'n(a)
is a suLx of t˜ then t˜s ∼ s.
It remains to consider the “general” case.
Theorem 3.20. With s standard episturmian and ! its directive word let P!; having
in;nitely many spins 0 and 1; be ! with spin 1 exactly at position i1¡i2¡i3 · · · and
let P!p be ! with spin 1 at positions i1; i2; : : : ; ip only. Let tp be directed by P!p; i.e.; tp
is s shifted by 3i1 + · · ·+ 3ip positions. Then the episturmian word t directed by P! is
the limit of the tp for p approaching in;nity.
Proof. We let aside the rather trivial case |Ult(!)|=1, i.e., s is periodic. By the proof
of Theorem 3.10 there exist a letter a and in1nitely many integers n1¡n2¡ · · · such
that Pxnj+1 has spin 0 and xnj+1 = a and such that all P'nj (a) are pre1xes of t. Let ip ¿ nj
then applying the same argument to tp and !p we get that P'nj (a) is a pre1x of !p. As
the | P'nj (a)| are not bounded, P! is the limit of the !p:
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4. Applications
4.1. Fractional powers
Let s be a non-periodic standard episturmian word, !(s)= x1x2 · · · and notations as
previously. As in [19] denote by L(m) for m∈N+ the length of the longest v∈F(s)
having period m, and write L(m)= em+ r, e∈N+, 0 6 r¡m. We only consider the
case L(m)¿ 2m.
Lemma 4.1. When L(m)¿ 2m all factors of s having period m and length L(m) are
equal. Their common value v is a palindrome and for 0 6 i¡e; vi = v(1; im + r) is
a palindromic pre;x of s.
Proof. Let s(n; n+ L(m)− 1)= v have period m. Then s(n− 1) = s(n+m− 1) by the
maximality of L(m). Thus s(n+m; n+ L(m)− 1), which is ve−1, is left special, hence
is a pre1x of s. Thus w= v(1; m) and v itself are unique. As v˜ occurs in s; v= v˜; v is
a palindrome and all vi; 06 i 6 e − 1 are palindromic pre1xes of s.
Thus w= v(1; m)= s(1; m). If this word is not primitive we have w= gp for some
p¿ 2 and then we can consider period m=p instead of m. Therefore we exclude this
case.
For simplicity of formulation we let aside in the next theorem the particular case of
too small m.
Theorem 4.2. Let s(1; m)=w be primitive; let s(m)= x; de;ne n by |un|¡m6 |un+1|
and suppose that x occurs in s(1; m− 1) (this is the case for large enough m). Then
with notations of Lemma 4:1
(1) L(m)¿ 2m if and only if w= 'n(x) and x∈Alph(xn+1xn+2 · · ·):
(2) If L(m)¿ 2m let p= max{i 6 n | xi = x} and t= min{j∈N+ | xn+j = x}. Then
un+t =wtup is the longest pre;x of s having period m. Moreover if x∈
Alph(xn+t+1xn+t+2 · · ·) then e= t + 1 that is v=wt+1up; otherwise e= t and
v=wtup.
Proof. (1) The condition is suLcient. Consider s′ standard episturmian with directive
word !′ ∈ x1x2 · · · xnxA!. Then u′i = ui for i 6 n+1 and u′n+2 = (un+1x)(+) = 'n(x)un+1.
Both u′n+2 and un+1 are pre1xes of s
′, thus un+1 is a fractional power of w= 'n(x): Let
p= max{i 6 n | xi=x} (p exists as x occurs in s(m− 1)). Then (un+1x)(+)=un+1u−1p
un+1. Now let q= min{j¿n | xj = x} (q exists as x occurs in xn+1xn+2 · · ·). Then
P(q)=p whence uq+1 = uqu−1p uq. As n¡q, (un+1x)
(+) is a central factor of uq+1 hence
is a factor of s. As it is wun+1 it has period m, thus L(m)¿ 2m.
The necessity of the condition will follow from part (2).
(2) By Lemma 4.1, v0; : : : ; ve−1 are palindromic pre1xes of s. We claim that (vix)(+)
= vi+1 for 1 6 i¡e where x= s(m), because otherwise we easily 1nd w=fg= gf
for non-empty f; g whence w is not primitive, a contradiction. Thus for some k we
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have vi = uk+i for 1 6 i¡e. By Theorem 2.1 w(+) is a pre1x of s. If it is strictly
shorter than v1 then v1 =fw(+) for some f; 16 |f|¡m whence fw=wf; w is not
primitive, a contradiction. Thus w(+) = v1 = uk+1 whence, by the de1nition of n, k = n.
Now as 1¡e
(un+1x)(+) = (v1x)(+) = v2 = wun+1
whence by formula (5) w= 'n(x).
Also as (v1x)(+) = v2 =wwv0 = v1v−10 v1, v0 is the longest palindromic suLx of v1
preceded by x in v1, thus v0 = up with p= max{i 6 n | xi = x}.
Now with t= min{ j¿0 | xn+j = x}, un+i =wiup for 1 6 i 6 t. Thus un+t is the
longest pre1x of s having period m. It follows by Lemma 4.1 e 6 t + 1. Therefore
if x occurs in T n+t−1(!(s)) then xun+t ∈F(s) whence L(m)¿|un+t |= tm + r whence
e= t +1 and v=wt+1up. Otherwise wt+1up =∈ F(s) whence t+1¿e whence t= e and
v=wtup.
Finally observe that if t= e then t ¿ 2 whence xn+1 = x. Thus x always occurs in
Tn(!(s)). This shows that the condition in part (1) of the theorem is necessary.
In particular, the exponents of powers in s are bounded if and only if the sequences
xp; x∈A, in !(s) are bounded.
When s is the 1xed point of a morphism it is possible to give a rather explicit
formula for the “critical exponent” [32] that is the maximal accumulation point of the
fractional exponents L(m)=m. See Section 5.5.
4.2. Palindromes
Palindromes occurring in Sturmian words have been studied in [16]. Here we make a
similar study for episturmian words. Let s∈A! be standard episturmian with directive
word != x1x2 · · · .
Lemma 4.3. Let v be a palindromic factor of s; then
(1) there exists at most one letter x such that xvx∈F(s);
(2) v is a maximal palindrome of s (i.e.; for all x∈A; xvx =∈ F(s)) if and only if;
for some n; v= un and xn does not occur in xn+1xn+2 · · · .
Proof. (1) If for some x; y∈A; x =y; xvx and yvy are factors of s then v is right and
left special, whence v= un. De1ne r ∈N+ by xunx∈F(ur+1)\F(ur). Then by Lemma 2
part (c) of [15] xunx is a pre1x of xrur whence unx is a pre1x of ur whence x= xn.
In the same way y= xn, contradiction.
(2) Suppose v is a maximal palindrome of s. Then there exist x; y∈A; x =y such
that xvy∈F(s) whence yvx∈F(s) whence v is right and left special, v= un for some
n. Therefore xnv is a suLx of ur for r¿n. Thus if xn ∈Alph(xn+1xn+2 · · ·) then
xnvxn ∈F(s), a contradiction.
Conversely let v= un, xn =∈ Alph(xn+1xn+2 : : :) and suppose xvx∈F(s) for some let-
ter x. Then by Lemma 2 (c) of [15] as previously xvx is a pre1x of xrur where r is such
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that xvx∈F(ur+1)\F(ur). Thus xr = x= xn whence as r¿n, xn ∈Alph(xn+1xn+2 · · ·),
contradiction.
Theorem 4.4. Let s be standard episturmian with directive word ! and Alph(s)=A.
Among the elements of A ∪ {} exactly |Ult(!)| + 1 are centers of arbitrarily long
palindromic factors of s.
In particular if s is periodic there are exactly two such centers. If s is A-strict then
for n even there exists exactly one palindrome of length n; and for n odd and any
a∈A there exists exactly one palindrome of length n and center a:
Proof. Let, by Lemma 4.3, uni ; n1¡n2¡ · · ·¡nq be the maximal palindromes of s.
Clearly xni = xnj for i¡j because xni does not occur in xni+1 · · · xnj · · · . Thus as all
xni belong to A\Ult(!) we have q 6 |A| − |Ult(!)|. Moreover if x =∈Ult(!) let xn
be its last occurrence in !. Then by Lemma 4.3 un is a maximal palindrome of s.
Consequently q= |A| − |Ult(!)|. As two maximal palindromes of s cannot have the
same center the number of elements of A ∪ {} which are centers of arbitrarily long
palindromes of s is |A|+ 1− q= |Ult(!)|+ 1.
In particular if s is periodic then |Ult(!)|+1=2 and if s is A-strict then |Ult(!)|+
1= |A ∪ {}| whence the result.
Remark 4.1. The property of k-strict episturmian words given by Theorem 4.4 is char-
acteristic when k =2 [16] but not when k¿2, because, for instance, the billiard tra-
jectories in the hypercube [7] also have this property but are not episturmian.
Now suppose for ease of notation that s is A-strict. For a palindrome uu˜ of even
length we say that u˜ is its right half and for a palindrome uau˜, a∈A we say that its
short (resp. long) half is u˜ (resp. au˜).
By Theorem 4.4 there exist in1nite words t; ta; a∈A equivalent to s such that each
pre1x of t (resp. ta) is the right half (resp. short right half) of a palindrome of even
length (resp. odd length with center a) of s.
Function P was de1ned in Section 2.1. Let us also consider its inverse S given by
S(i)= inf{j¿i | xj = xi} with != x1x2 · · · the directive word of s. A factor B= xixi+1
· · · xj of ! will be called a block if j= S(i).
The following theorem gives spinned words directing the t and ta.
Theorem 4.5. Let s be A-strict standard episturmian with directive word != x1x2 · · · .
(1) Factorize ! in blocks !=B1B2B3 · · · and in each block Bi give spin 1 to
the rightmost letter. Then the in;nite spinned word P! obtained directs t whose all
pre;xes are the right halves of the palindromic factors of s with even length.
(2) For a∈A let xq be the ;rst occurrence of a in ! and factorize ! as != x1 · · ·
xqB′1B
′
2B
′
3 · · · where the B′i are blocks and give spin 1 to xq and to the last letter of
each block; obtaining P!a. Then P!a directs ta whose all pre;xes are the short right
halves of the palindromes of s having center a.
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Proof. If B= xi · · · xj is a block then by formula (9) and with our previous notations
hj−1 = hj−2hj−3 · · · hi−1 and
3j = 3j−1 + · · ·+ 3i:
Let Bˆ denote B with spin 1 at xj. Then the shift associated with Bˆ is 3j =(3j + · · ·+
3i)=2:
(1) For the 1rst part, let t be the episturmian word directed by P! = Bˆ1Bˆ2Bˆ3 · · · and
for any i let ti be directed by P!i = Bˆ1 · · · BˆiBi+1Bi+2 · · · . Let |B1 · · ·Bi|= ni: Then ti is s
shifted by (31+32+· · ·+3ni)=2= |uni+1|=2 positions whence ti has a pre1x which is the
right half of uni+1. Now let 'ˆni be the episturmian morphism directed by Bˆ1Bˆ2 · · · Bˆi.
As xni+1 has spin 0 in P!; 'ˆni(xni+1) is a common pre1x of t and ti. Therefore if gi
is the shorter of 'ˆni(xni+1) and of the right half of uni+1 then gi is a pre1x of t and is
the right half of a palindrome of even length. Consequently as |gi| approaches in1nity
with i; t is t.
(2) For part two, != x1 · · · xqB′1B′2 · · · where xq is the leftmost occurrence of a∈A
in ! and the B′i are blocks. Consider P!a = x1 · · · xq−1 MxqBˆ′1Bˆ′2 · · · . The shift due to
x1 · · · xq−1 Mxq is (31+· · ·+3q+1)=2 because, by Proposition 3.16, 3q = 3q−1+· · ·+31+1.
More generally the shift due to x1 · · · xq−1 MxqBˆ′1 · · · Bˆ′i is (1+31+ · · ·
+3ni)=2= (|(uni+1)| + 1)=2 where ni is the position in ! of the last letter of B′i .
Let us show that xq = a is the center of all uni+1. As B
′
i is a block and begins
at position ni−1 + 1 we have P(ni)= ni−1 + 1 whence, by the end of Section 2.1,
uni+1 = hni−1uni−1+1h˜ni−1. Thus all uni+1 have the same center, and by the same argu-
ment applied to un1+1 this one is the center of uq+1 = uqxquq that is a. Now, reasoning
as in the 1rst part we get that P!a directs ta.
Remark 4.2. The in1nite word ata giving the long right halves of palindromes with
center a can be obtained similarly. It suLces to change all spins in the pre1x x1 · · ·
xq−1 Mxq of P!a (or, indiOerently, all spins of P!a).
Let us now apply this when s is generated by a morphism.
Theorem 4.6. When s; A-strict standard episturmian; is generated by a morphism,
the episturmian words t; ta; ata giving the right (resp. short right; long right) halves
of its palindromes of even length (resp. of center a∈A) are generated by morphisms
’; ’a; ’′a.
Proof. With notations as in the proof of Theorem 4.5, !=B1B2 · · · . By Theorem 3.6
! has period p, say. There exist i¡j; i minimal, such that |Bi · · ·Bj| ≡ 0modp. If
i =1, by the periodicity of ! one of the blocks Bi−1; Bj is a suLx of the other. As
their common last letter is also the 1rst letter of both, we have, by the de1nition
of blocks Bi−1 =Bj. This contradicts minimality of i, thus i=1 and !=(B1 · · ·Bj)!
whence P! =(Bˆ1 · · · Bˆj)! and t is generated by the morphism ’ directed by Bˆ1 · · · Bˆj.
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In the same way P!a = x1 · · · Mxq(Bˆ′1 · · · Bˆ′j)! for some j such that |B′1 · · ·B′j | ≡ 0modp.
By periodicity x1 · · · xq is a suLx of B′j , hence x1 · · · Mxq is a suLx of Bˆ′j . Thus P!a is pe-
riodic and ta is generated by the morphism ’a directed by x1 · · · MxqBˆ′1 · · · Bˆ′j (x1 · · · Mxq)−1.
As ata is directed by Mx1 · · · Mxq−1xq(Bˆ′1 · · · Bˆ′j)! which is not periodic we change all spins
in the Bˆ′i , obtaining P!
′
a. Clearly !
′
a directs ata and is periodic, thus ata is generated by
a morphism ’′a.
Example 4.1. Let s (standard Sturmian) be directed by !=(abb)!, then !=(B1B2)!
with B1 = abba, B2 = bb. It follows that ’ is directed by abb MabMb that is ’ =
 a 2b M a b M b Also != a(B
′
1B
′
2)
! with B′1 = bb; B
′= abba whence ’a is directed by
MabMbabb and ’′a is directed by aMbb MaMbMb. Similarly != abB
′
1B
′
2 with B
′
1 =B
′
2 = bab whence
’b is directed by aMbbaMbb and ’′b by MabMb MabMb.
Example 4.2. The Rauzy word r= abacabaabac · · · has directive word !=(abc)!.
As !=(bca)! up to a permutation of the alphabet r is generated by =  a%ac%ab i.e.,
(a)= ab; (b)= ac; (c)= a. Let M(a)= ba, M(b)= ca, M(c)= a. Using this fact and
letting aside some easy justi1cations we 1nd
P! =(abc Ma)(bcaMb)(cab Mc) · · · whence ’ = 3 M,
P!a = Ma(bcaMb)(cab Mc) whence ’a = M3 and ’′a =  M
3,
P!b = aMb(cab Mc)(abc Ma) · · · whence ’b =  M2 and ’′b = M2,
P!c = ab Mc(abc Ma)(bcaMb) · · · whence ’c = 2 M and ’′c = M2 M.
Now we extend to episturmian words Theorem 14 of [16].
Lemma 4.7. Let w= x1x2 · · · xn; xi ∈A and Pw be w with spin i ∈{0; 1} at position i
1 6 i 6 n. Let the morphism P'n be directed by Pw. Then for any v∈A∗ v is a
palindrome if and only if f P'n(v)g is a palindrome; with
f= hnn−1 · · · h21 h10 and; with7i =1− i; g= h˜071 h˜172 · · · h˜n−171 :
Proof. We prove this 1rst when all spins are 0; that is: v is a palindrome if and only if
'n(v)un+1 is a palindrome. By Lemma 2.5(a) v is a palindrome if and only if  xn(v)xn is
a palindrome. Thus, assuming by induction the property true for n−1, v is a palindrome
if and only if 'n−1( xn(v)xn)un is a palindrome. As 'n−1( xn(v)xn)un = 'n(v)hn−1un =
'n(v)un+1 this case is proved.
Now in the general case, by Proposion 3.15, f P'n(v)= 'n(v)f. Thus v is a palin-
drome if and only if f P'n(v)f
−1un+1 is a palindrome. Thus it suLces to show that
f−1un+1 = g. We easily verify that h−nn−1un+1 = unh˜
7n
n−1 and applying this relation repet-
itively we get the result.
Theorem 4.8. If s; A-strict standard episturmian; is generated by a morphism then
there exists a morphism 8 such that for any a∈A and m∈N; 8m(a) is a palindrome
of s with center a and 8m(x1x1) is a palindrome of even length of s; where x1 is the
separating letter of s.
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Proof. The morphism ’ of Theorem 4.6 is equal to P'n for some n and by its construc-
tion the spins i in Px1 Px2 · · · Pxn directing P'n satisfy 131+ · · ·+n3n = |un+1|=2. Thus with
f and g as in Lemma 4.7 |f|= |g|= |un+1|=2. By the same lemma if a is a letter then
f’(a)g is a palindrome whence ’(a) is a palindrome. Thus ’m (a) is a palindrome
of s for all m. Now let M be the matrix of ’. We have for some i¡j; i; j∈N; M i ≡
Mj mod 2 i.e., Mj−i ≡ I mod 2. Putting 8=’j−i ; |8(a)|a ≡ |a|a =1mod 2. Thus 8(a)
is a palindrome with center a, and the same for all 8m(a).
Also, as x1x1 ∈F(s), 8m(x1x1) is palindrome of even length of s.
Example 4.3. When s is directed by (aba)!, ’ =  a b M a, ’(a)= aba; ’(b)= ababa
and 8=’2 .
5. The morphic case
In Section 3.3 we have seen that if s is standard episturmian with directive word !
then any positive shift Tp(s) is directed by some P! having a 1nite number of spins 1.
Negative shifts of s were also obtained with suitable P! (Corollary 3.18). In this section
we try to extend the notion of shift in case s is A-strict generated by a morphism. This
will lead to a notion of intercept which generalizes that of Sturmian words.
For simplicity of notation let A= {1; 2; : : : ; d}.
By Theorem 3.6 s has directive word !=f! for some primitive f. Thus s is
generated by ’= 'q where q= |f|. Let M be the matrix of ’ and 01; : : : ; 0d its
eigenvalues. It is known [26] that the eigenvalue, 01 say, with maximal modulus
is real and strictly greater than 1. We will assume that for k =1, |0k |¡1 and all
0k are distinct (this is true for d=2; 3 and conjectured in general). Thus ’ is a
primitive morphism of Pisot unitary type [9]. This hypothesis simpli1es calculation in
Section 5.2 and seems necessary in Section 5.4. The characteristic polynomial of M is
C(0)= det(0I −M)= 0d + cd−10d−1 + · · ·+ c0 and c0 = (−1)d.
5.1. Integral shifts
First we give a theorem about integral shifts.
Theorem 5.1. If t ∼ t′ are episturmian words such that t=T r(t′) for some r ∈N then
t is generated by a morphism if and only if t′ is generated by a morphism.
Proof. It suLces to take r=1. Suppose for instance t is generated by a morphism.
Then by Theorem 3.14 P! has period q say. By manipulations of the spins, using fac-
torisation of P! with blocks as in the proof of Theorems 4.5 and 4.6 we can assume that
P! begins with Mx1 i.e., P!= Mx1m; m∈A!. Thus as t=T (t′); t′ is directed by x1m= P!1.
Then by another manipulation of the spins in m we transform P!1 into a periodic in1nite
word P!′ directing t′. Thus t′ is generated by a morphism. The proof of the converse
is similar.
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This shows in particular that all positive and negative shifts of s are generated by
morphisms.
5.2. Some formulas
With notations given above denote by Hi; Ui the vectors of hi; ui. Let M1 be the
1×d vector (1; 1; :; 1) and M1j be the 1×d vector with 1 in position j; 0 elsewhere. Let
1ˆ and 1ˆj be similar d× 1 vectors. When V is the vector of a word v then M1V = |v|.
We have
Hr+iq = MiHr; 06 r ¡ q; i ∈ N: (10)
Thus,
Hr+iq =
d∑
k=1
Erk0ik ; (11)
where the vectors Erk can be determined by applying (11) with i=0; 1; : : : ; d − 1.
It easily follows that the components of Erk are rational functions of 0k with rational
coeLcients.
Now let S(r; n)=
∑n
i=0 Hr+iq. Then
S(r; n) = (Mn+1 − I)(M − I)−1Hr =
∑
k
Frk0nk + Gr; (12)
where Frk =(M − I)−1MErk and
Gr = (I −M)−1Hr: (13)
Now using formula (9) we easily have
Hr+iq =
∑
06¡r+iq
′ H + Zr; (14)
where Zr = Iˆj such that j= xr+1 and where the summation symbol with prime super-
script means that the values  such that x+1 = xr+1 are excluded. This gives
Hr+iq = Zr +
∑
06¡r
′ S(; i) +
∑
r6¡q
′ S(; i − 1): (15)
Then using (12) we have
Hr+iq = Zr +
∑
k
′Frk0ik +
∑
06¡q
′ G (16)
for suitable F ′rk . Identifying (16) with (11) we get F
′
rk =Erk and
∑′
06¡qG =−Zr .
Therefore, for any a∈A,
M1
∑
06¡q
x+1 =a
G = −1 (17)
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and summing for all a∈A
M1(d− 1) ∑
06¡q
G = −d;
i.e.,
M1
∑
06¡q
G = −d=(d− 1): (18)
By the same method we also obtain
Ur+iq+1 =
d∑
k=1
Brk0ik + ?r; (19)
where ?r =(I −M)−1Uq+1 and the Brk are vectors which can be determined by apply-
ing (19) to i=0; 1; : : : ; d− 1. Thus the components of Brk are rational functions of 0k
with rational coeLcients.
5.3. The analytic shift
For a spinned P! let i ∈{0; 1} be its spin at position i∈N+. Let 3(x)=
∑∞
i=1 i3ix
i−1
(recall that 3i = |hi−1|).
This series converges at least for |x|¡1=2 because for i large enough 3i+1¡23i.
If it has an analytic continuation until 1 then we de1ne the analytic shift associated
with P! to be
@( P!) = 3(1):
This analytic shift coincides with the shift
∑
i i3i when there are 1nitely many
spins 1. Also let ′i and 3
′(x) be de1ned similarly for P!′ and suppose i′i =0 for all i.
Let P!′′ have spins i + ′i . Then @(!
′′)=@(!) + @(!′) under the condition that the
intersection of the domains of 3(x) and 3′(x) is connected. Thus the additivity of shifts
works for analytic shifts. Now, as we are in the case s is generated by a morphism,
consider P! with spins 1 at position r+iq+1; i∈N, for some 06 r¡q. Using a formula
similar to (12) but with Mxq instead of M we get, for this P!; 3(x)= M1(I −Mxq)−1Hr .
Thus
@( P!) = M1(I −M)−1Hr = M1Gr; (20)
where Gr is given by formula (13).
Therefore if P! has spin 1 everywhere we get by (18) @( P!)=−d=(d− 1) and if P!a
has spin 1 at position i whenever xi = a then by (17)
@( P!a) = −1:
This is in accordance with the fact that the in1nite word directed by P!a is t= as∈
T−1s. Thus the analytical shift correctly describes all shifts T z with z ∈Z.
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Finally when t∼ s is generated by a morphism it is directed by P!= Pg! where g=fp
for some p. Thus using formulas like (20) we get that t has rational analytic shift given
by
@( P!) = M1(I −Mp)−1
∑
06r¡pq
r+1Hr: (21)
As the assumptions made for the analytical shift may be non-satis1ed we try another
way hereafter.
5.4. The generalized intercept
Choose a polynomial P(0)=pd−10d−1 + · · ·+p0 such that M1P(M)1ˆa ∈Z for all
a∈A. We will precise this choice later.
For given r and large i we have by formula (11)
Hr+iq = Er10i1 + O(1
i);
where 01 is the greatest eigenvalue and |0k |¡1¡1 for all k =1. It follows
M1P(M)Hr+iq = M1P(01)Hr+iq +O(1i):
By the property of P(0) the 1rst member is 0 modulo 1 whence for large i
{3r+iq+1P(01)} = O(1i); (22)
where {} denotes the fractional part. Thus if P! has spins i the series
∑
n {n3nP(01)}
is convergent modulo 1.
Therefore, we can de1ne the P-intercept of P! (or of t directed by P!) as
J ( P!) =
{∞∑
n=1
{n3nP(01)}
}
: (23)
Then formulas given in Section 5.2 allow to calculate this P-intercept when P!= Pg!,
with g=fp. We get
J ( P!) =
{
M1(I −Mp)−1(P(01)− P(M))
∑
06r¡pq
r+1Hr
}
: (24)
In particular for M! and P! de1ned as in Section 5.3 we get after some calculation
J ( M!)= {−(d − 1)−1dP(01)} and J ( P!a)= {−1P(01)}. As P!a is associated with shift
−1 it follows that for any z ∈Z if P! directs T z(s) then J ( P!)= {zP(01)}.
Now let u; u∈A, be the frequency of letter u in s. Recall the well-known fact [26]
that the d× 1 vector =(u) is an eigenvector for 01.
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We claim that for arbitrary u we may choose P in such a way that P(01)= u,
whence the following de1nition.
Denition 5.1. Let s standard episturmian, with directive word ! be the 1xed point of
a Pisot unitary morphism and let P! have spins i at positions i∈N+ then, given any
letter u, the u-intercept of t directed by P! is
Ju( P!) =
{∞∑
n=1
{n3nu}
}
; (25)
where u is the frequency of u in s.
It suLces to show that u can be expressed as P(01) for some polynominal P of
the kind previously de1ned.
Firstly for any such polynomial there exists a 1×d vector e=(e1; : : : ; ed); ei ∈Z
such that
M1P(M) = e: (26)
Recall that Mij = |’(j)|i and consider the matrix 8 with components 8ij = |’i(j)|;
d¿i ¿ 0; 16 j 6 d. Let r be the d× 1 vector such that rj is the cofactor of 8d−1; j.
Then solving (26) for the pt we get by Cramer’s rule
pd−1 det(8) = er: (27)
Let us show that there exist matrices Yt; 06 t¡d, independent of P, such that
pt det(8) = eYtr: (28)
Clearly these matrices if they exist are de1ned modulo the set of matrices C such
that Cr=0.
By (27) we can take Yd−1 = I . Suppose Yd−1; Yd−2; : : : ; Yt are de1ned. Consider
P′(0) = 0P(0)− pd−1C(0) = p′d−10d−1 + · · ·+ p′0:
Then
p′t = pt−1 − pd−1ct : (29)
P′(0) satis1es the de1nition of the P(0) and P′(M)=MP(M) because C(M)= 0.
Thus by (26)–(28)
pt−1 det(8) = M1MP(M)Ytr + M1P(M)Ictr = e(MYt + ctI)r:
Thus we can de1ne Yt−1 by
Yt−1 = MYt + ctI: (30)
Therefore the Yt exist and satisfy recurrence (30).
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Secondly the eigenvector  satis1es (I0 − M)=0 for 0= 01. In order to solve
for the u replace for arbitrary k; 1 6 k 6 d, the equation M1k(I0 − M)=0 by
1 + 2 + · · ·+ d =1. We obtain by Cramer’s rule u =Kku=
∑
j Kkj where Kkj is the
cofactor of the component (I0 − M)kj. As k is arbitrary we have u =N (01)=D(01)
where N (0); D(0) are polynomials of degree d− 1 given by
N (0) =
∑
k
akKku; D(0) =
∑
k
ak
∑
j
Kkj; (31)
where the ak are arbitrary coeLcients. Let Z =(I0−M)−1, then Kij =C(0)Zij whence
easily D(0)= M1C(0)Za where a is the d× 1 vector of the ak . We will choose a
in such a way that D(0) has degree 0 in 0. It suLces that the derivatives of D
satisfy D(t)(0)0=0 =0 for 1 6 t 6 d − 1. By Leibniz formula this gives easily
M1(ctM−1 + · · ·+ c0M−t−1)a=0 whence
M1Mna = 0; 06 n6 d− 2: (32)
It follows easily that we can take for the ak the cofactors of the 8d−1; k in ma-
trix 8 above. Thus a= r de1ned above. Therefore we have D(0)=D(0)= det(8).
Now we calculate the numerator N (0)= nd−10d−1 + · · ·+ n0. We have, using (31),
N (0)= M1uC(0)Zr. Derivating t times we 1nd
nt = t!−1 M1u(C(0)Z)
(t)
0=0r = − M1u(ctM−1 + · · ·+ c0M−t−1)r
whence as C(M)= 0
nt = M1uY ′t r; (33)
where Y ′t = cdM
d−(t+1) + · · ·+ ct+1. The Y ′t satisfy recurrence (30). As Y ′d−1 = I we
have Y ′t =Yt for all t. Thus comparing (33) with (30) we see that N (0)=det(8) is a
polynomial P and indeed is the one associated with vector e= M1u. As u =N (01)=det(8)
our de1nition of the u-intercept is justi1ed.
Clearly this notion of intercept is coherent with the Sturmian case. Also observe that
it has a natural property of continuity in the sense that when t is the limit of the tp as
in Theorem 3.20 then the u-intercept of t is the limit of the u-intercepts of the tp.
5.5. The critical exponent
With notations of Theorem 4.2 recall that the critical exponent is
G = lim sup
n→∞
(L(m)=m):
Theorem 5.2. Let s; A-strict standard episturmian; be generated by a morphism and
q be the period of its directive word !. Let l∈N be maximal such that yl ∈F(!)
for some letter y. Let L= {r; 0 6 r¡q | xr+1 = xr+2 = · · ·= xr+l} and let d(r)= r+
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q+1−P(r+ q+1) for 06 r¡q where P is de;ned at the end of Section 2.1. Then
the critical exponent for s is
G = l+ 2 + sup
r∈L
{
lim
i→∞
(|ur+iq+1−d(r)|=|hr+iq|)
}
:
Moreover for any letter u in s the limit above can be obtained as a rational function
with rational coe=cients of the frequency u of this letter.
Proof. With notations of Theorem 4.2 and its proof we have xn+1 = xn+2 = · · ·= xn+t−1
whence t 6 l+1. We claim that value l+1 for t can be realized. Indeed consider in !
a maximal sequence xr+iq+1 = xr+iq+2 = · · ·= xr+iq+l. Put n= r+ iq and x= xr+1. Then
'n(x)= hn, thus 'n(x) is a pre1x of s. Moreover as xn = xn+1 by the maximality of l;
un is a proper pre1x of hn by Proposition 2:11 and a fortiori |up|¡|hn|. Consequently,
n and x satisfy conditions of Theorem 4.2 and t= l+ 1 as xn+l+1 = x.
As we are in the case e= t+1 because s is A-strict we obtain l+2 for the integral
part of G. Now as clearly p= r + iq + 1− d(r) the fractional part of G, given by the
limit of |up|=|hn|, is as announced.
Finally using formulas (11) and (19) this fractional part is a rational function of 01
with rational coeLcients. As u can be expressed as a polynomial in 01 it is possible
using C(01)= 0 to express 01 as a rational function of u, thus the fractional part of
G is a rational function of u with rational coeLcients.
Example 5.1. In the simplest case of the Fibonacci word, directed by (ab)!, we have
l=1 and d(r)= 2. As |un−1|=|hn| has limit 2=(
√
5+1) we obtain the well-known value
3 + (
√
5− 1)=2 for the critical exponent [22].
6. Frequencies of letters and factors
For non-empty word v; w the frequency of v in w is |w|v=|w| where |w|v denotes the
number of occurrences of v in w. For an in1nite word this de1nition can be extended
in at least two ways.
Denition 6.1. Let t ∈A! and v be a non-empty factor of t
(1) the frequency of v in t in the weak sense is limn→∞ (|t(1; n)|v=|t(1; n)|) if this
limit exists;
(2) factor v has frequency  in t in the strong sense if for any sequence (wn)n∈N
of factors wn of t with increasing lengths then = limn→∞ (|wn|v=|wn|):
We prove that factors of episturmian words have frequencies in the strong sense.
Lemma 6.1. Let s be a non-periodic standard episturmian word. For n¿1 let n =
|un|a=|un| if a is the separating letter of s and n =(|un|a + 1)=|un| if a is not the
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separating letter. Then the sequence (n) is decreasing and has a limit,  say. More-
over for n approaching in;nity
(1) |hn|a=|hn| has limit ;
(2) for any x∈A; |'n(x)|a=|'n(x)| has limit .
Proof. Suppose for instance a is separating, i.e., a is the 1rst letter x1 of s and !(s):
Thus 2 = 1. Suppose by induction 2 ¿ 3 ¿ · · ·¿n. If xn does not occur in
x1 · · · xn−1 then un+1 = unxnun whence, as xn = a; n+1¡n. Otherwise, un+1 = unu−1p un
with p=P(n). Thus
|un+1|n+1 = 2|un|n − |up| = |un+1|n + |up|(n − p)6 |un+1|n:
Thus n+1 6 n: Therefore (n) has a limit, .
If a is not separating the argument is similar.
Now look at the hn. It suLces to consider those such that hn+1 = hn: We have
un+2 = hnun+1 whence easily
|hn|a=|hn| = n+2 + (n+2 − n+1)|un+1|=|hn|: (34)
By Proposition 2:11 |un|¡|hn| whence |un+1|¡2|hn|. It follows by (34) that
limn→∞(|hn|a=|hn|)= .
The argument for the 'n(x) is similar. We consider only those such that 'n(x) =
'n−1(x). They are such that x = xn and are in1nitely many as s is not periodic.
We have (un+1x)(+) = 'n(x)un+1: Also by a slight easy extension of Proposition 2:11
|un|¡|'n(x)|: Then we conclude as previously that |'n(x)|a=|'n(x)| has limit .
Lemma 6.2. Any letter occurring in an episturmian word has a frequency in it in the
strong sense of De;nition 6:1.
Proof. Without loss of generality, consider a standard episturmian word s. The periodic
case being trivial suppose s is not periodic. Let a be a letter of s and let  be that
of Lemma 6.1. Consider any sequence (wi)i∈N of factors of s with increasing lengths.
For any ¿0 there exists by the same lemma n1 such that for n¿n1 and for all x∈A
||'n(x)|a=|'n(x)| − | ¡ : (35)
Now by Corollary 2.7 s= 'n(s(n)), thus any wi can be written as wi = v′vv′′ where
v= 'n(y1y2 · · ·yj); v′ is a suLx of 'n(y0); v′′ is a pre1x of 'n(yj+1) and y0y1 · · ·yj+1
is a factor of s(n):
As limi→∞ (|wi|=|v|)= 1 and ||v|a=|v|−|¡ by (35) we get limi→∞ (|wi|a=|wi|)= .
Theorem 6.3. Any factor of an episturmian word has a frequency in it in the strong
sense of De;nition 6:1.
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Proof. We make use of the properties of return words in episturmian words studied
in [20]. It follows from [20, Theorem 3:2] that it suLces to consider factors which
are palindromic pre1xes of s standard episturmian. Thus consider un+1. By [20, Theo-
rem 4:1] its derived (in1nite) word (or sequence) is s(n) = '−1n (s): Now any arbitrarily
long factor w of s can be written as w= g'n(f)g′ where f is a factor of s(n) of length
i, say, and g; g′ ∈A∗ have bounded lengths. By the de1nition of derived sequences,
'n(f)un+1 contains exactly |f| + 1= i + 1 occurrences of the factor un+1: We also
have |'n(f)|=
∑
x∈A |f|x|'n(x)|: Thus as the letters in s(n) have frequencies in the
strong sense by Lemma 6.2 there exists a real Kn such that |w| is asymptotically equal
to Kni for large i. Thus limi→∞ (|w|un+1 =|w|)=K−1n :
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